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Abstract: Quantum secure communications could securely transmit quantum information 
by using quantum resource. Recently, novel applications such as bidirectional and 
asymmetric quantum protocols have been developed. In this paper, we propose a new 
method for generating entanglement which is highly useful for multiparty quantum 
communications such as teleportation and Remote State Preparation (RSP). As one of its 
applications, we propose a new type of quantum secure communications, i.e. cyclic RSP 
protocols. Starting from a four-party controlled cyclic RSP protocol of one-qubit states, 
we show that this cyclic protocol can be generalized to a multiparty controlled cyclic RSP 
protocol for preparation of arbitrary qubit states. We point out that previous bidirectional 
and asymmetric protocols can be regarded as a simpler form of our cyclic RSP protocols. 
 
Keywords: Quantum secure communications, remote state preparation, cyclic 
communications, asymmetric communications, bidirectional communications, quantum 
control. 
1 Introduction 
Quantum communications and quantum computation have become hot topics in recent 
years since their great potential for protecting sensitive information [Bennett and Brassard 
(1984)] and accelerating classical computation [Shor (1997)]. Quantum entanglement is a 
crucial resource for quantum communications and quantum computation. For example, by 
using pre-shared entanglement, quantum cryptograph [Hillery (1999); Wang, Chen and 
Yang (2014); Terhal, DiVincenzo and Leung (2001); Qu, Chen, Zhou et al. (2010)] can be 
built to achieve high-level security than their classical counterparts [Shamir (1979); Meng, 
Rice, Wang et al. (2018); Zhou, Qiu, Li et al. (2018)]. 
Quantum teleportation and remote state preparation (RSP) are two typical examples of 
quantum communications based on entanglement. Quantum teleportation [Bennett, 
Brassard, Crepeau et al. (1993)] can securely transmit a quantum state from a sender to a 
remote receiver by virtue of pre-shared entangled resource. Similar to teleportation, 
remote state preparation (RSP) [Lo (2000); Pati (2000); Bennett, DiVincenzo, Shor et al. 
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(2001)] can complete the same work with a simpler measurement and less classical 
communication costs if the sender has the full information of its state. Since its first 
appearance, different types of RSP protocols have been developed, including oblivious 
RSP [Leung and Shor (2003)], high dimensional RSP [Zeng and Zhang (2002)], 
continuous variable RSP [Kurucz, Adam, Kis et al. (2005)], joint RSP [Xia, Song and 
Song (2007)], controlled RSP [Wang (2011)], etc. 
In recent years, a new type of quantum communications protocols has been developed, 
which is known as bidirectional quantum communications. Huelga et al. [Huelga, 
Vaccaro and Chefles (2001); Huelga, Plenio and Vaccaro (2002)] firstly introduced the 
idea of bidirectional quantum teleportation where two players can send quantum states to 
each other simultaneously. Recently, some studies on bidirectional quantum 
communications have been further extended, including bidirectional controlled protocols, 
bidirectional protocols with quantum noise, asymmetric bidirectional protocols, cyclic 
teleportation protocols, etc. For example, Zha et al. [Zha, Zou, Qi et al. (2013)] proposed 
a bidirectional controlled teleportation protocol. Sharma et al. [Sharma, Shukla, Banerjee 
et al. (2015)] investigated a bidirectional RSP protocol in amplitude-damping and phase-
damping noise. Li et al. [Li and Jin (2016)] proposed a bidirectional controlled 
teleportation protocol in noisy environment. Chen et al. [Chen, Sun, Xu et al. (2017)] 
studied a controlled bidirectional remote preparation of three-qubit state. Nie et al. [Nie 
and Sang (2017)] presented an asymmetric bidirectional controlled teleportation where 
two senders can send to each other different numbers of qubits simultaneously. Chen et al. 
[Chen, Du, Liu et al. (2017)] proposed a cyclic quantum teleportation protocol for three-
qubits using six-qubit maximally entangled state as the quantum channel. 
In this paper, we propose a new type of RSP protocols, namely, cyclic RSP protocols for 
preparing arbitrary qubits among arbitrary number of players with a quantum control. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we propose a new method for 
generating entanglement for controlled multiparty quantum communications. Then the 
entanglement used in our cyclic RSP protocols is presented. In Section 3, our four-party 
controlled cyclic RSP protocol of one-qubit states is shown, followed by our multiparty 
controlled cyclic RSP protocol. In Section 4, the framework of multiparty controlled 
cyclic RSP protocol for arbitrary qubits is outlined. The paper is further discussed and 
concluded in Section 5. 
2 Entanglement channels 
In the following, we propose a new method for generating entanglement that could be 
used for controlled multiparty quantum communications, such as quantum teleportation 
and RSP, etc. Suppose we have two orthogonal entangled states 1  and 2 , a new 
type of entanglement can be generated as follows 
1 1 1 2 2 2
1
= 0 1
2
     +                                                                (1) 
where 1  and 2  could be any of two orthogonal entangled states, such as Bell states, 
GHZ states or W states, etc. 
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For example, if we select 
1  and 2  as two Bell states, the following state can be 
generated 
+ + +
2 +1 2 +112 34 2 1,2 12 34 2 1,2
1
(2 1) = 0 + 1
2
n nn n n n
n − − −
− −
  +      
 
 (2) 
where ( )+ 00 11 / 2 = +  and ( )01 10 / 2 = −- , the subscripts denote the 
qubits of the state, and there are 2n+1 qubits in the state. The above state is a generalized 
version of the entanglement used in Li et al. [Li and Jin (2016)].
 The entanglement shown in Eq. (2) can be prepared as follows. A set of 2n+1 qubits in 
1 2 2 1
0 0 0
n+
 is prepared initially. In the following, a Hadamard gate H is performed 
on the (2n+1)-th qubit. And 2n CNOT gates are performed on qubits pair (2n+1, i) 
respectively, with {1,2, ,2 }i n , where qubit 2n+1 is the control qubit and each qubit i 
is the target qubit. Here, a (2n+1)-qubit GHZ state is prepared as follows 
1,2, ,2 ,2 +1 1,2, ,2 ,2 +1
1
00 00 + 11 11
2
n n n n
 
 
                                                                    (3) 
Next, an H gate is performed on qubit 1, followed by a CNOT gate on qubits pair (1, 2) 
where 1 is the control qubit and 2 is the target qubit. Similarly, a series of H gates are 
performed on qubit 2i-1, followed by CNOT gates on qubits pair (2i-1, 2i) where 2i-1 is 
the control qubit and 2i is the target qubit, with {1,2, , }i n . Here, one will get the state 
shown in Eq. (2). The process of the preparation is illustrated in Fig. 1. 
 
Figure 1: The quantum circuit for preparation of the entanglement resource in Eq. (2) 
3 Controlled cyclic RSP of one-qubits 
In the following, we will show our controlled cyclic RSP protocols of one-qubit states. 
3.1 Four-party controlled cyclic RSP protocol of arbitrary one-qubits 
For simplicity, a four-party cyclic RSP protocol is presented firstly. There are 3 players 
Alice1, Alice2 and Alice3, and a controller Charlie involved in this protocol. Each of the 
player acts both as a sender and as a receiver, while Alicei can transmit a qubit state to 
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Alice(i+1) mod 3 under the control of Charlie. The state prepared by Alicei has the form 
i
0 + 1ii i ia be
 =                                                                                                           (4) 
where ,i ia b R , 
2 2 1i ia b+ = , [0,2 ]i   with {1,2,3}i . 
And the relationships among players and the controller are represented in Fig. 2, where 
quantum communications among 3 players forms a circle, which is the reason why it is 
called the cyclic protocol. 
 
Figure 2: The relationships among three players and one controller in the four-party 
cyclic RSP protocol, where each player Alicei can transmit a qubit state to her neighbor 
player Alice(i+1) mod 3 under the control of the controller Charlie. The black arrow points 
out the direction of the communications and the blue line represents the control 
information 
The entanglement channel share among four participants is (7) , which has the form 
+ + +
7 712 34 56 12 34 56
1
(7) = 0 + 1
2
− − −       
 
                                   (5) 
where Alice1 holds qubits (1, 6), Alice2 holds (2, 3), Alice3 holds (4, 5), and Charlie holds 7. 
To complete the task, each Alicei performs a projective measurement on her qubit 2i-1 in 
the basis  0 1,i iP P  with {1,2,3}i , where the basis is defined as 
i i
0 10 + 1 , 0 1
i ii i
i i i iP a b e P b e a
 −= = −                                                                    (6) 
Suppose Alice1 measures qubit 1 firstly, then the system becomes 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) 
1 1
1 1
i i1 1 + +
0 1 1 1 1 1 734 56
i i1 1
0 1 1 1 1 1 734 56
1
(7) = 0 + 1 0 1 0
2
1 0 0 1 1
P a b e P b e a
P a b e P b e a
 
 
−
− − −
  + −  
 
 + − + +  
 
          (7) 
If the controller agrees to help the receiver Alice2 to recover the state, he performs a 
single qubit measurement on his qubit 7 in the computational basis and sends the result to 
Alice2. For example, if the controller gets his measurement result as 
7
0 , the quantum 
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system becomes 
( ) ( )1 1i i1 1 + +0 1 1 1 1 1 34 560 + 1 0 1P a b e P b e a
 − + −  
 
                                          (8) 
As is shown in the above, if Alice1’s measurement result is 
1
0P , Alice2 will get 1 . 
After receiving Alice1’s and Charlie’s measurement results, Alice2 recovers 1  by 
performing a corresponding unitary operation I or σxσz on her qubit. While if Alice1’s 
measurement result is 
1
1P , the preparation protocol fails. Similarly, Alice3 and Alice1 
can also recover related qubits if they get corresponding measurement results. 
3.2 Multiparty controlled cyclic RSP protocol of arbitrary one-qubits 
The controlled cyclic RSP protocol can be extended to multiparty scenario easily. A 
multiparty controlled cyclic RSP protocol can be described as follows. Suppose there are 
n+1 participants, i.e. players Alice1, Alice2, ··· and Alicen, and the controller Charlie, 
involved in the multiparty RSP protocol. Alicei can prepare a qubit state i  to her 
neighbor Alice(i+1) mod n under the control of Charlie. 
The entanglement channel share among participants is (2 1)n +  in Eq. (3), where 
Alice1 holds qubits (1, 2n), each other Alicei holds (2-2, 2i-1), i.e. Alice2 holds (2, 3), ···, 
Alicen holds (2n-2, 2n-1), and Charlie holds 2n+1. 
In the protocol, each Alicei performs a projective measurement on her qubit 2i-1 in the 
basis  0 1,i iP P , which is defined in Eq. (6),  with {1,2, , }i n . 
Suppose Alice1 measures qubit 1 firstly, then the system becomes 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) 
1 1
1 1
i i1 1 + +
0 1 1 1 1 1 2 134 2 1,2
i i1 1
0 1 1 1 1 1 2 134 2 1,2
(2 1)
1
= 0 + 1 0 1 0
2
1 0 0 1 1
nn n
nn n
n
P a b e P b e a
P a b e P b e a
 
 
−
+−
− − −
+−
 +
 + −  
 
 + − + +  
 
        (9) 
The receiver can get the prepared state if she gets measurement results from both the 
sender and the controller. 
4 Controlled cyclic RSP of arbitrary qubits states 
Here, we consider the situation where one sender can transmit more than one-qubit 
information to related receiver. 
Suppose Alice1 wants to send m1-qubit to Alice2 under quantum control of Charlie, the 
following entanglement can be shared 
( ) ( )
1 1
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 1 1 1
1 11 2 1 2
1 1
+
2 1 2 1A ,A A ,A
1 1
1
0 1
2
k k k k
m m
m m
k k
−
+ +
= =
 
 +  
 
                                                    (10) 
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where Alice1 holds qubits set 1
( )
1A
k , Alice2 holds qubits set 1
( )
2A
k , with 1 1{1,2, , }k m , 
and Charlie holds the control qubit labeled by 2m1+1. 
This idea can be further extend to a more general situation where there are n players, 
Alice1, Alice2, ···, and Alicen who form a circle, each Alicei can send mi-qubit to her 
neighbor Alice(i+1) mod n under the control of Charlie. The entanglement shared should have 
the following form 
( )
( )
( )
1 2
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 1 2 2
1 2 3 4 2 -1 2
1 2
1 2
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 1 2 2
1 2 3 4 2 -1 2
1 2
+ + +
2 1A ,A A ,A A ,A
1 1 1
2 1A ,A A ,A A ,A
1 1 1
2 1
1
0
2
1
n
k kk k k k n n
in n
n
n
k kk k k k n n
in n
n
i
mm m
m
k k k
mm m
m
k k k
m
+
= = =
− − −
+
= = =
 +

=    


+    

  
  
                              (11) 
where Alice1 holds qubits set 1
( )
1A
k  as a sender, while she holds set ( )
2A
nk
n
 as a receiver. 
Alice2 holds qubits set 2
( )
3A
k as a sender, while holds 1( )
2A
k  as a receiver. Similarly, Alicei 
holds qubits set ( )
2 -1A
ik
i
as a sender for sending mi-qubit to Alicei+1, while she holds 1
( )
2 -2A
ik
i
−  
as a receiver for receiving (mi-1)-qubit from Alicei−1, etc. Charlie holds the control qubit 
labeled by 2 1im + . 
Suppose the controller performs a measurement on his qubit in the computational basis, 
the entanglement shared among two neighbors Alicei and Alicei+1 will be either 
( ) ( )
2 -1 2
+
1 A ,A
i
k ki i
i i i
m
k =
  or ( ) ( )
2 -1 2
1 A ,A
i
k ki i
i i i
m
k
−
=
 , which are mi pairs of Bell states. By using these 
resources, a mi-qubit can be prepared from Alicei to Alicei+1. See Bennett et al. [Bennett, 
DiVincenzo, Shor et al. (2001)] for more details. 
5 Discussion and conclusion 
It should be noted that previous bidirectional and asymmetric RSP protocols can be 
implemented as a simpler form of our cyclic RSP protocols. For implementation of a 
bidirectional RSP protocol, just let two players, Alice1 and Alice2 involved in our cyclic 
RSP protocols, where Alice1 and Alice2 can send to each other quantum states. For an 
asymmetric RSP protocol, just let two players, Alice1 and Alice2 involved, where Alice1 
and Alice2 sending different number of qubits to each other. For example, if one lets 
m1=1 and m2=2 (see Section 4), an asymmetric RSP protocol is implemented in such a 
way that Alice1 can send one-qubit to Alice2 while Alice2 can send two-qubit to Alice1. 
Compared with previous studies, similar functions can be implemented in our protocols. 
If there are two senders and one controller, our protocol performs a similar function as 
bidirectional controlled teleportation [Zha, Zou and Qi (2013); Li and Jin (2016); Nie and 
Sang (2017)] or bidirectional remote state preparation [Sharma, Shukla, Banerjee  et al. 
(2015); Chen, Du, Liu et al. (2017)].  
As we discussed above, if one lets Alice1 send one-qubit and Alice2 send two-qubit, the 
protocol implements a similar function as the bidirectional controlled remote state 
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preparation in Nie et al. [Nie and Sang (2017)]. Besides, it is clear that the entanglement 
in Eq. (2) can also be used for bidirectional (n=2) or cyclic (n>2) quantum teleportation. 
And previous cyclic quantum teleportation such as Chen et al. [Chen, Du, Liu et al. 
(2017)] can also be implemented using this kind of entanglement. 
In summary, we have proposed a new method to form entanglement in Eq. (1) by using a 
set of orthogonal entangled states. This method is very useful for multiparty quantum 
communications or quantum networks [Luo (2018); Qu, Keeney, Robitzsch et al. (2016)]. 
As one of its applications, we studied a type of cyclic RSP protocols with a quantum 
control based on one of its simple example shown in Eq. (2). Our protocols can be used to 
send quantum information among multiple players either in a symmetric or an asymmetric 
manner. In its simplest case where two players are involved, it becomes a bidirectional 
protocol. In the future, it is interesting to study other applications and consider other 
situations such as quantum noise. 
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